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Abstract

We describe a new, on-board, short range perception sys-

tem that enables micro aerial vehicles (MAVs) to detect,

track, and follow or avoid nearby drones (within 2-20 me-

ters) in GPS-denied environments. Each vehicle is able to

sense its neighborhood and adapt its motion accordingly

without use of centralized reasoning or inter-vehicle com-

munication. To enable a lightweight, low power solution,

on-board stereo cameras are used for detection and track-

ing with depth images, while a downward-looking cam-

era and an inertial measurement unit are used to estimate

the position of the observer without use of GPS. We illus-

trate the robustness and accuracy of this approach through

real-time, outdoor leader-follower experiments with three

quadrotors. Our experiments show that state-of-art track-

ers are far less robust in detection against cluttered back-

ground. This demonstrates that stereo vision is a highly

effective approach to perception for safe navigation of mul-

tiple MAVs in close proximity.

1. Introduction

Many potential applications of micro aerial vehicles

(MAVs), including mapping, reconnaissance, and deliv-

ery, require capabilities for autonomous localization, col-

lision avoidance, and 3D reconstruction [1], [2], [3], As

these technological capabilities mature, applications involv-

ing multiple MAVs are becoming possible, including team

reconnaissance, cooperative lift, and counter-UAV opera-

tions. These applications require detecting, tracking, and

maneuvering each MAV relative to other nearby MAVs; this

has not been demonstrated previously in a self-contained

system that performs all sensing and computing needed for

operating each MAV on-board that MAV.

Most research for multi-MAV applications focuses on

controlling multiple vehicles to fly in harmony [4], [5], us-
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Figure 1: Follower drone (green) autonomously tracks a

manually joy-sticked leader drone (red)

ing external motion capture (mocap) systems, e.g. Vicon

cameras, to accurately estimate the positions of all MAVs.

Such work usually involves communication between ve-

hicles or between a central control station and all vehi-

cles. Many real-world application scenarios cannot use mo-

cap systems, centralized reasoning, or even inter-vehicle

communication. Previous studies of airborne sense and

avoid (SAA) systems mostly address large scale drones [6]

and planes using relatively large, heavy, power-hungry sen-

sors or sensor combinations, including radar, due to the

need for long range, day/night, all-weather operation [7],

[8]. Lighter weight vision-based approaches are also used

[9],[10], with more limited performance.

Short range SAA systems for MAVs have received lit-

tle attention. Recently, a cascade of detectors was used

with a single camera to detect nearby MAVs [11]. This ap-

proach may fail in outdoor applications with cluttered back-

grounds, where the target can be invisible due to texture

similarities. Other state-of-the-art video object trackers can

also fail due to texture/color ambiguity, as seen in experi-

ments we report here. In [12], miniature radar is used on a
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quadrotor to detect nearby flying objects based on Doppler

signature. This active approach consumes more power than

vision-based alternatives and has a very limited field of re-

gard with poor angular separation capability. Acoustic vec-

tor sensors have been used on fixed wing MAVs [13] to

detect civil aircraft; this was promising for detecting loud

targets, but it has limitations for position sensing.

This paper addresses the need for on-board SAA and

leader follower capability in small MAVs, e.g. under 1 kg.

Detection is performed by segmentation of depth images

produced by a lightweight, low power, passive stereo vi-

sion system and tracking is performed by frame to frame

motion prediction and depth blob association. A single

downward-looking camera and an IMU are use for ego-

motion estimation without assistance from GPS or other ex-

ternal navigation aids. This enables SAA or pursuit with

a self-contained, on-board sensing and computing system,

without reliance on centralized reasoning or inter-vehicle

communication.

Section 2 reviews related work on SAA and leader-

follower applications for UAVs and MAVS. Our approach

to detection and tracking is described in section 3. Exper-

imental evaluation was done with real-time, outdoor test-

ing of a self-contained perception and navigation system on

a quadrotor; experiments were most practical to do for a

leader-follower scenario where the lead vehicle was tele-

operated and the follower was autonomous. Section 4 de-

scribes these experiments and compares performance of our

system with other tracking algorithms. Section 5 discusses

conclusions and future research directions.

2. Related Work

Sense and avoid technology has been studied for large

aerial vehicles (UAVs and airplanes) to support ground traf-

fic control [6]. GPS and radar sensors are the most endeav-

ored technologies to provide long distance collision protec-

tion. Radar cannot be used on MAVs due to size, weight,

and power constraints. Whereas, GPS cannot provide sub-

meter accuracy that is required for small vehicles and also

cannot be used in GPS-denied environments. At that point,

vision based approaches are good alternatives for sense and

avoid due to their light-weight and low-power characteris-

tics. Commonly used monocular vision based approaches

[9], [14] use texture based classification and/or motion com-

pensated frame differencing to detect moving targets. [11]

adapts monocular vision for MAVs by Histogram of Ori-

ented Gradients (HOG) based ensemble learners trained for

each frame. The Hungarian algorithm [15] is used for data

association and tracking of the candidate regions in con-

secutive frames. Monocular vision has the potential to fail

easily due to texture ambiguity and fast vehicle motion, es-

pecially against cluttered background which is commonly

encountered in outdoor applications.

Drawback of monocular vision can be handled by use

of stereo cameras, that could provide 3D map of an en-

vironment by stereo matching [16]. Flying vehicles can

easily be separated from the background by observing the

depth images. In the last decade, significant amount of

research [17],[18] has been devoted for stereo matching

through evaluation among common benchmarks [16],[19].

Extraction of dense depth images is still an open problem

due to its high computational complexity and errors in the

matching process.

The position of an observer MAV is important to track

nearby vehicles and keep them in field-of-view. An alter-

native to GPS is Simultaneous localization and mapping

(SLAM) [20] techniques which can localize a vehicle ac-

curately. A downward looking camera is used to estimate

the motion of the vehicle by tracking visual features on

the ground. Vision based odometry estimation may fail in

untextured environments or under severe lighting changes.

Hybrid techniques have also been proposed that fuse IMU

data with visual odometry in an SSF framework [21] pro-

viding much better accuracy and robustness compared to

visual SLAM approaches.

Video object tracking (VOT) is a common tool used in

surveillance applications. The recent VOT benchmarks and

challenges [22] provide a framework to compare algorithms

which highly impacted the tracking research. DSST [23]

and KCF [24] are state-of-art correlation based trackers that

provide high accuracy with low computation. Use of mul-

tiple features (HOG) is adapted to fast FFT based kernel

correlation. In recent years significant amount of research

has been devoted to improve the performance of correla-

tion filters. SAMF [25] extends KCF to adapt to changes in

scale by a brute force scale-search and performs a histogram

based modification to handle visual appearance changes. It

is one of the best performing trackers in the experiments of

[26], [27]. Recently, context aware background modeling

(SAMF CA)[28] has been adapted for fast correlation track-

ing that improves accuracy and handles background change

with incremental increase in computation. DS-KCF [29]

extends correlation based tracking to RGB-D data that bal-

ances efficiency and accuracy in RGBD tracking evaluation

[30].

Two new benchmarks [26],[31] have been released to

address video object tracking on unmanned aerial vehi-

cle. Both studies have the same conclusion that current

state-of-the-art video object trackers perform poorly on the

videos captured through MAVs compared to common VOT

challenges. Especially in the scenario where one MAV is

tracked by another one. As stated in [26], all of the track-

ers fail due to abrupt relative motion and visual appearance

changes. It is important to note that most of the state-of-

the-art trackers and the VOT benchmarks are developed for

monocular videos. These benchmarks have a diverse set
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of videos that have various content characteristics which

makes it is difficult to expect good performance for specific

applications that are not referenced in the challenges ade-

quately. This includes, drone pursuit or sense and avoid re-

lated applications, which require depth information. These

applications have not received much attention compared to

monocular object tracking.

Hence, in this work we propose a stereo vision based

drone tracking algorithm to sense the surrounding and de-

tect/track nearby flying MAVs that is much more robust

than state-of-art VOT algorithms.

3. Algorithm

In this study, we perform detection and tracking of

nearby micro aerial vehicles in disparity space. The key

idea is that flying drones are separate objects in 3D space

that can be differentiated from their surroundings by blob

detection in disparity images. The flowchart of the algo-

rithm is shown in Fig. 2. Once the blobs are detected for

each frame, various approaches can be utilized to relate

them among consecutive frames which is discussed in the

tracking section.

Figure 2: The flowchart of nearby drone detection and

tracking

3.1. Detection

Depth images provide significant information about the

neighborhood of a moving object. This can be used to sense,

avoid and track nearby moving objects. As shown in Fig. 3,

a quadrotor can be observed as a compact blob in a depth

image extracted from stereo images. In this work, due to

limitation on processing power and real-time constraints,

block matching algorithm is executed on intensity measure-

ments. Even for the state-of-the-art matching algorithms,

errors in depth image are common due to the presence of

texture-less regions and changes in lighting that have un-

even effects on the scene. These errors may generate false

blobs that do not correspond to actual drones. Hence post-

processing and noise removal steps are required to detect

target drones reliably.

Connected component labeling is the first step to group

neighboring pixels that are located at similar distances from

the observer. Each label is parameterized by mean 3D co-

ordinates, volume, diameter and aspect ratio based on the

depth data and also the texture in image along the connected

components. During this step, connected components with

very low spatial distances are merged together to account

for disjoint parts in disparity image that correspond to the

same object which may be observed due to errors in stereo

matching. An estimate of the size and speed capability of

the nearby drones are known for the leader-follower appli-

cation. Thus, the connected components that do not satisfy

the size criteria, such as having a much larger/smaller vol-

ume, diameter and aspect ratio compared to the expected

values are eliminated. A typical elimination result is illus-

trated in Fig. 3 where the small and large connected compo-

nent labels are eliminated, this results in a more clear can-

didate map. The larger volume regions correspond to back-

ground such as floor, buildings, clouds or trees; whereas

smaller regions correspond to errors in depth images espe-

cially along texture-less regions. In addition to size/shape

criteria, average texture within the blobs is also utilized to

eliminate false candidates that could meet the size criteria.

The texture of a blob S is measured by the average edge

power along horizontal and vertical axes as follows:

Stexture =

√

∑

i∈S

I2x(i) + I2y (i) (1)

As a result, the detection step provides candidate blobs

that are easily differentiated from their surroundings ac-

cording to the depth image extracted through stereo match-

ing. The candidates can be target drones or noisy blobs;

hence, they are further analyzed in the tracking step accord-

ing to their motion characteristics.

3.2. Tracking

Detection of candidate blobs is applied for each frame

independently and we need to relate these candidates to ex-

tract the motion models of the nearby drones. Use of depth

image enables the estimation of 3D motion models includ-

ing speed and position in world coordinates. It is impor-

tant to note that the observer is also moving in the leader-

follower scenario, hence we use pose estimates from vi-

sual odometry to account for the ego motion of the stereo

camera. At each frame, the 3D coordinates of the candi-

date targets are mapped to the world coordinates by the use

of position and orientation of the observer. This mapping

enables us to estimate the position and speed of the target

by using Kalman Filter with different motion models such

as constant velocity, constant acceleration or jerk. During

the experiments it has been observed that, targets do not

follow specified motion models perfectly. This is mainly

due to presence of noise in the estimate of center positions

of the target that arises from errors in depth images that
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Figure 3: Left camera image, disparity image after stereo matching, blobs that are larger than a predefined threshold and

blobs within expected size.

causes abrupt changes in blob size. The blob size enlarges

or shrinks independent of the relative vehicle motion which

makes it difficult to assign proper motion models. Thus,

complex motion models did not show any significant im-

provement and constant velocity model provided the best

performance.

For each candidate blob, we implement a Kalman Filter

that uses these motion model to predict the 3D position in

the next frame. Then, a search window is defined around

the predicted position of the target. In this window, the

blob with closest spatial distance and highest similarity in

terms of size and shape is assigned as the preceding blob

of the tracked target. Thus, distance and size similarity are

utilized to relate blobs in consecutive frames. Each blob

is assigned to the closest target and tracked along previous

frames that are within the search window as shown in Fig. 4.

At this point, some targets may not be assigned to the blobs

in the most recent frame. These targets are kept with no

observation update in the Kalman Filter for certain number

of frames. The position and speed of the tracked blobs are

updated with the most recent observation.

Figure 4: Tracking example for a target that has been

tracked for 60 frames and have 9.78m distance to the ob-

server

The association based tracking relates the blobs in con-

secutive frames, however it does not guarantee that those

blobs correspond to an actual nearby flying target. As ex-

pected, an actual target continues its motion for a period

of time, this characteristic can be used to eliminate false

tracked blobs, that have short track history. Hence, the

blobs that are tracked for a predefined number of frames are

considered as the target. This approach enables us to track

multiple targets which requires an additional task of iden-

tification of the target that is supposed to be followed by

the observer. The number of tracked frames, the distance,

and the location of the targets can be considered as the cri-

teria for target selection. In this work, the target which is

non-stationary and has been tracked for the largest number

of frames compared to the other candidates is chosen as the

target to be followed.

As a common fact in tracking systems, the targets may

disappear for a period of time due to an occluding struc-

ture, low contrast or errors in depth image. In order to keep

these candidates under consideration during the coast mode,

the search window is enlarged gradually and the unmatched

blobs are not dropped from the track list. The duration of

coast mode is a design parameter of a system which is the

range of 2 to 5 seconds for our application. During this pe-

riod, if the target is matched to a blob, track continues and

the search window is set to the initial size until the coast

mode is activated again. The track is dropped if no match is

found within this time interval.

4. Experiments

To demonstrate the accuracy and robustness of our ap-

proach we conduct a leader-follower experiment on 3 dif-

ferent target drones in various outdoor environments. We

also show a quantitative comparison of the accuracy and ro-

bustness our tracker with the state-of-art VOT algorithms

on data logs of the leader-follower experiment.

4.1. LeaderFollower

In the leader-follower experiment the leader drone is joy-

sticked manually by a human pilot and the follower drone

navigates autonomously. Fig. 5 shows the pipeline of our

implementation of the leader-follower application. For the

follower drone, we used the Asctec Pelican drone mounted

with an Intel NUC, Odroid XU-4, a downward facing cam-

era and a forward facing pair of stereo cameras with a 20cm

baseline.
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Figure 5: Pipeline of leader follower application

Table 1: Computation time distribution for the leader-

follower application

SVO Stereo Matching Tracking

Time(msec) 16.6 100 15

Images from the stereo cameras are received on the Intel

NUC and a disparity image is computed. Our tracker com-

putes the position of the leader drone using intensity and

disparity images along with pose estimates of the follower

drone that are obtained from the state estimation module

based on Single Sensor Fusion (SSF) [21] and Semi-Direct

Visual Odometry (SVO) [20] algorithms. The way-point

generator uses position estimates of the leader and the fol-

lower to compute the desired position of the follower which

is then sent to the AscTech firmware. Finally, the AscTech

firmware runs a cascaded position and attitude control loop

that takes the follower drone to the desired pose.

The leader-follower behavior is shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 6

shows the images acquired by the follower drone while the

leader-follower behavior was being executed and the com-

plete video can been viewed in [32]. This shows that using

the proposed approach the follower successfully tracks the

leader and also avoids collisions with it.

In this experiment, disparity images are calculated at a

resolution of 752x480 pixels with a search range of 75 dis-

parities. The timing details are given in Table 1, where

SVO runs on Odroid XU-4, stereo matching runs on the

Intel NUC with our drone tracking algorithm. The stereo

matching runs at 10 fps which is followed by a rather fast

tracking algorithm that results in overall 7 fps for sense and

avoid. The way-point generator has negligible computation

time compared to other processes.

4.2. Quantitative Comparison of Trackers

In this section, we compare the proposed tracker with

the state-of-art Visual object trackers DS-KCF [29], SAMF

[25] and SAMFCA [28] using stereo data collected by the

follower drone during execution of the leader-follower ex-

periment with three different target drones. Deep learning

based trackers are not considered due to lack of large la-

beled dataset that would be required for training. We exe-

cute the tracking algorithms off-line and compare their per-

formance with our tracker using manually generated ground

truth (GT) bounding boxes on four different sequences as

shown in Fig. 6 and [32].

DS-KCF adapts FFT based correlation to 3D, while

SAMFCA incorporates nearby background pixels as neg-

ative sample regions. Each tracker adapts the scale to track

targets that have large variations in the distance to the ob-

server. The target models in these trackers are defined by

multi-channel HOG feature representation based on depth

images. We use existing open source implementations of

these trackers and run them on the disparity images obtained

after stereo matching. We also tested using the intensity

images but this approach mostly failed due to background

mixing and lack of texture differentiation.

Unlike other trackers, our tracker uses visual inertial

odometry data to incorporate the ego motion of the camera.

Hence, for a fair comparison, at each frame we re-initialize

the search window of the trackers around the position of

the target obtained from ground truth. New position of the

target is detected at the region with maximum correlation

score in the search window. Finally, the target representa-

tion model is updated according to the newly detected po-

sition and bounding box. Note that this helps to evaluate

these trackers independent of the ego motion and to focus

only on their matching capabilities. However, this also in-

corporates the motion of the target drone, hence our results

show the upper bound on the performance of other trackers

and their actual performance may be worse.

The following well-known quantitative metrics are uti-

lized to compare the performance of the trackers:

1. Area of Overlap: of the bounding boxes generated by

the tracker and ground truth (normalized by the maxi-

mum of the two areas).

2. Center Distance: between bounding boxes of the

tracker and ground truth.

3. Failure Rate: ratio of number of frames with zero area

of overlap to total number of frames in the sequence.

This metric captures the false positive detections.

Fig. 7 shows a comparison of the robustness (failure rate)

and accuracy (area of overlap and center distance) of the

trackers. The results show that our algorithm has better ac-

curacy and a significantly lower failure rate; hence is ro-

bust to cluttered background unlike the state-of-art track-

ers. Note that the performance of the state-of-art trackers
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(a) Sequence s1 with custom ∼250mm frame target drone (b) Sequence s2 with Asctec Hummingbird as target drone

(c) Sequence s3 with Asctec Hummingbird as target drone (d) Sequence s4 with Asctec Pelican as target drone

Figure 6: Comparison of trackers using stereo data from the leader-follower experiment shows that state-of-art algorithms

perform well against sky but are not robust to cluttered background. The algorithms compared are DS-KCF (white), SAMF

(cyan), SAMFCA (blue), proposed (green) and manually labeled ground truth (red).

is worse in sequence 2 and 3 which involves more cluttered

background.

Another major reason for failure of the correlation based

trackers is abrupt shape change of the target in the depth im-

age. Some typical shapes of the targets in disparity images

of consecutive frames are shown in Fig. 8, where the corre-

sponding response maps between the two models are given

in the last column. The shape and size of the targets change

significantly which distorts the desired correlation distribu-

tion around the actual correspondences. Besides, in some

cases, the target is not observed in the disparity images; this

enforces the tracker to match a background region. It is

difficult to determine if there is a match or not depending

on the correlation score of these trackers, hence they have

larger number of false positives. Since they are sensitive to

shape and appearance change, low correlation scores can be

observed even though there is a good match.

Hence, it can be concluded that the state-of-art trackers

do not produce reliable results on depth images for this spe-

cific application. This is also consistent with the observa-

tions in [26].

5. Conclusion and Future Work

Real-world applications of MAV SAA and pursuit re-

quire fully self-contained perception systems on each MAV,

and some applications either cannot use inter-vehicle com-

munication (counter-UAS) or may prefer to minimize com-

munication. We have described such a system that uses

passive stereo vision for onboard detection and tracking

of nearby MAVs. Detection is done by segmenting depth

images; tracking is done by Kalman filter-based predic-

tion plus association of detections between frames. With

the resolution (752x480) and baseline (20 cm) of the exist-

ing cameras, detection range up to 20 m has been shown.

Stereo vision observes all elements of the state vector of

target MAVs, whereas monocular vision approaches cannot

do that without additional information, such as known size

of the target, or constant target velocity plus maneuvering
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Figure 7: Comparison of robustness (failure rate) and accuracy (center distance and area of overlap) of the trackers on 4

sequences shows that our tracker is robust with significantly lower failure rate and has better accuracy than the state-of-art

trackers.

of the observer MAV.

We conducted outdoor experiments with a leader-

follower behavior in several challenging conditions, includ-

ing cluttered backgrounds, large frame-to-frame motion of

the target, and flying toward the sun. Stereo-based track-

ing was very robust and was able to reacquire the target

reliably after a loss of track. Using data logs, we com-

pared this to existing implementations of several state-of-

the-art trackers, which were less reliable and less accu-

rate. Higher resolution is achievable with ASIC imple-

mentations of stereo algorithms, which would enable either

longer range or shorter baselines. Pushing detection and

tracking beyond the range limits of stereo is still of interest,

integrating stereo and monocular tracking is an important

topic for future work.
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Figure 8: Typical correlation response maps on dynamically

changing depth data. Shape changes degrade the crispness

of correlation scores.
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